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a b s t r a c t

The hydrogen segregation at divacancies and impurity-vacancy clusters in nickel is studied using ab-
initio calculations. Binding energy for up to 6 H atoms segregated at impurity-vacancy cluster and up to
10 atoms segregated at a divacancy is presented. The binding energy varies from �0.396 eV for H atom at
the octahedral site “shared” by two vacancies toz �0.27 eV for other sites. For clusters with more than 4
segregated H atoms the average binding energy is close to �0.3 eV. The effect of a soluble impurity on H
segregation to a vacancy depends on the solute-vacancy interaction. The Mo atom is energetically
repelled from vacancies, while Al and Li have weak binding energies. For the (Li, Al or Mo)-vacancy
clusters the H segregation energy is increased for Li and decreased for Al and Mo. Li is predicted to
have the largest effect on H segregation. The impurity effects and H binding correlate with variation of
the defect formation volume.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nickel-based high temperature and corrosion resistant alloys
play an important role in ensuring the long-term performance of
nuclear power stations. They will be essential for the next gener-
ation of the molten salt liquid fueled reactors and the molten salt
breeder reactors [1]. Generated neutrons are expected to produce
tritium by reaction with LiF, which is one of the components of the
molten salt. The structural materials proposed for the reactors are
special low chromium Ni-Mo alloys optimized for corrosion and
irradiation resistance. The corrosion and embrittlement develops
through generation of structural defects starting with vacancies.
Alloys with 1% added Al are found to be the most resistant to
intergranular cracking [1]. The embrittlement is also caused by the
hydrogen and its isotopes.

Hydrogen atoms dissolve in Ni at the interstitial sites and
further segregate at vacancies, divacancies and dislocations [2,3].
This affects the mechanical properties of nickel, causes the forma-
tion of pores and bubbles, which leads to embrittlement and cracks
[4].

In non-equilibrium conditions, when the concentration of va-
cancies and divacancies is high (also at equilibrium and high
. Subashiev).
ambient temperature and H pressure), the segregation of H at va-
cancies and divacancies results in the creation of various complex
mH-V andmH-2V clusters withm (m¼ 1,2..) hydrogen atoms. These
clusters are often called ”H-decorated” vacancies and divacancies.
Binding (or trapping) energy reduces the total energy of the cluster
formation making them stable. This effect can result in a super
abundant vacancy (SAV) concentration, that is observed in Pd and
Ni at extremely high ambient hydrogen pressure and high tem-
perature [3]. The occurrence of a SAV leads to an increase of
hydrogen solubility. Experimentally these effects are manifested in
the H desorption spectra.

The effects of H interaction with vacancies in Ni has been
extensively studied for a number of years both experimentally
[5e9] and theoretically using empirical and semi-empirical ap-
proaches [7,10e12]. Two values (z�0.22 eV andz�0.45 eV) [3] of
hydrogen segregation energies were extracted from various ex-
periments [13]. Most recent ab-initio calculations [14e16] sug-
gested that these two energies correspond to hydrogen binding to a
single vacancy and to a divacancy, respectively.

The studies of hydrogen interaction with single vacancies in Ni
showed that (i) the preferred sites for H segregation are the nearest
to vacancy octahedral (O) lattice sites, while tetrahedral (T) sites
have smaller binding energy; (ii) there is a weak repulsion between
H atoms segregated to the nearest O- sites and a stronger repulsion
between H atoms at O- and T-sites. This repulsion eliminates the
formation of complexes with mixed O- and T-segregation. Further,
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the maximal number of H atoms that can be segregated to a single
vacancy (according to [15]) is 6 H- atoms bounded at the nearest O-
sites. In Ref. [14] it was found that an additional 8 atoms can be
bound at the next O-sites with binding energy of z �0.1 eV per
atom, increasing the maximum occupation number to 14.

Hydrogen segregation at vacancies can be affected by Ni im-
purities. One of the sites nearest to a vacancy can be filled by a
substitutional impurity, which further affects the hydrogen bind-
ing. The formation of H-decorated impurity-vacancy clusters de-
pends on both solute-vacancy and solute-hydrogen binding. For Ni
and Ni-based alloys the substitutional Li, Al and Mo impurities are
of special interest: they have rather high calculated solution energy
[17], are employed to tune mechanical and corrosion resistive
properties [1] and are present in Ni used as a catalyst [18].

Segregation effects can also alter the hydrogen solubility at high
concentration of non-equilibrium divacancies. The qualitative pic-
ture of H binding to a divacancy is more complex: the total volume
available for segregation is increased, and the symmetry of the
defect is lowered. Therefore the possible segregation sites are
numerous and non-equivalent. Besides, one of the sites can be filled
by a substitutional impurity, which affects the hydrogen binding.

Here we report the results of the study of hydrogen segregation
at impurity-vacancy complexes and divacancies using density
functional theory (DTF) calculations. We consider both interaction
of the soluble impurities with H-decorated vacancies and the
hydrogen interaction with the impurity-vacancy complexes. Bind-
ing energy for various impurity-vacancy clusters with up to 6
segregated H atoms and at a divacancy clusters formed by emptying
two nearest neighboring site with up to 10 segregated H atoms is
evaluated. We also analyze the correlation between the binding
energy, the impurity solubility and the effects of the relaxation of
the lattice strain in the binding of H or impurity atoms to a vacancy
or divacancy.

2. Ab-initio approach and validation

Calculations were performed using Quantum Espresso [19] ab-
initio simulation package. We have used the projector augmented
wave (PAW) basis and generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
[using Pedrew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [20] (PBE) pseudopotentials
(see Ref. [21])] for exchange and correlation energies. In all calcu-
lations magnetic moments of electrons were taken into account.
We used predominantly 2 � 2 � 2 (32 atoms) supercells, which is
shown to be sufficient for the studies of the vacancy-hydrogen
interaction [14,15,22]. The main conclusions were checked using
3 � 3 � 3 (108 atoms) supercells. The increase of the supercell size
results in some decrease (z 40 meV) of the defect formation en-
ergies [23]. The convergence was achieved using a 16384 k point �
atoms mesh. Plane-wave cutoff energy was set at 68 Ry and the
energy cutoff for the electron density was maintained at 292 Ry.
The Marzari-Vanderbilt [26] smearing was used with the smearing
energy 0.l eV.

The cutoff energies were chosen to obtain the accuracy of en-
ergy scaling to be within 2 meV/atom when going from 4-at to 32-
at and further to 108-at supercell. The most critical issue in
comparing various configurations of segregated H atoms at the
divacancies is achieving close to total lattice relaxation in the final
state. Therefore lattice relaxation to equilibriumwas reached when
the forces on each atom were below 0.005 eV/Å. The estimated
accuracy of the results (z 0.1 eV) is close to that of Refs. [15,16].

To ensure reliability of the results, we have calculated the fcc
lattice parameter, bulk elastic modulus, and the cohesion energy of
Ni [23]. Good agreement with previously published results in-
dicates the relevance of the DFT calculation parameters. Further, we
have compared the results for pure Ni crystal with the results
obtained using VASP [27] package (PAWand GGA) with the same k-
grid and other parameters and found them to be very close [28].

The single- and di-vacancy formation energies were calculated
using both PBE and local density (LDA) approximations.

Obtained values EfPBEð1VÞ ¼ 1.48 eV (PBE) and EfPZð1VÞ ¼ 1.63 eV
(LDA) are close to the calculated GGA and LDA values, corre-
spondingly from Refs. [15,16], (see Ref. [23]).

It is known that GGA approximation gives the vacancy energy
values smaller than experimentally observed (z 1.7 eV) and
smaller than that obtained using LDA approximation. The
discrepancy is due to the shortcomings of both GGA and LDA in
accounting for the large variation of the electron densities inside
vacancies [15,29]. They can be minimized using empirical correc-
tion from the internal surface energy of the vacancies that appeared
to be smaller for LDA.

There are several possible divacancy complexes formed by
emptying two nearest neighboring sites (1NN-divacancy), two
second nearest neighboring sites along one of the cubic axes and
separated by the lattice constant a (2NN-divacancy), or two third
nearest neighboring sites (3NN-divacancy), and so on. Calculated
divacancy formation energy for the nearest neighboring position is
EfPBEð1NNÞ ¼ 2.907 eV [EfLDAð1NNÞ ¼ 3.14 eV], resulting in the
divacancy binding energy of �26 meV per vacancy. For 2NN-diva-
cancy complex the calculated formation energy is
EfPBEð2NNÞ ¼ 3.046 eV (PBE) [EfLDAð2NNÞ ¼ 3.63 eV (LDA)], which
gives repulsive (positive) binding energy of 43 meV (40 meV, [14])
per vacancy and makes formation of 2NN-divacancy unfavorable.
The calculated formation energy of a 3NN divacancy,
EfPBEð3NNÞ ¼ 3.03 eV corresponds to a smaller (30 meV p.v.)
repulsion energy. The repulsion energy prevents the single va-
cancies from coalescence [24].

The formation volume for a 1NN -divacancy is
DUð1NNÞ=U0 ¼ 1:212 and DUð2NNÞ=U0 ¼ 1.166 (here U0 is the
lattice volume per Ni atom in the bulk). A smaller than for a single
vacancy formation volume per vacancy suggests an attractive
elastic interaction between the vacancies which competes with
electronic contribution. However, the stability can be changed as a
result of hydrogen segregation.

We argue that for H-decorated clusters it is more important to
properly account for the deformation effects.

LDA gives excessive values for the elastic constant B and
therefore overestimates these effects, though the discrepancy in
the B values for LDA decreases when the lattice anharmonicity is
taken into account and at finite (e.g. room) temperatures. Further
we present the results obtained using the GGA approach.

3. Hydrogen segregation at the divacancies and vacancy-
impurity complexes

The formation of decorated vacancy and divacancy or impurity-
vacancy clusters at finite temperatures proceeds via hydrogen
diffusion in a series of jumps between octahedral interstitial sites
with minimal energy over the transition site barriers of about
460 meV height [25] until H atom is bound at the vacancy or
divacancy.

The general approach to DFT calculations of the hydrogen-
vacancy interaction in metals was recently reviewed by Nazarov
et al. [15]. In the DFT approach one calculates the ground state
energy of a supercell (a part of the infinite crystal for which periodic
boundary conditions are applied for the wave-function of the sys-
tem) for the preferred atomic configurations at zero ambient
pressure and temperature allowing lattice relaxation.

For calculation of binding energies, i.e., the energy gain when
the H atom moves from an interstitial site to the position in the
vacancy, one starts with finding the energy of the interstitial H
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formation energies. A crystal with fcc lattice structure has octahe-
dral and tetrahedral sites (O- and T-sites) which are known to be
the preferred positions for H atoms [3]. The interstitial positions at
T-sites have higher formation energy and can be neglected. The
substitution position of the H atom (the position in the vacancy
center) is unstable and corresponds to a local energy maximum.

The hydrogen binding energy EbHðnV;mHÞ in a cluster withm H-
atoms to a n-vacancy complex can be evaluated through the total
energy of four different supercells with N-sites: (i) with no defects,
EtðNÞ, (ii) with interstitial H, EtðN;HÞ, (iii) with n-vacancies,
EtðN � nÞ and (iv) with both n-vacancies andm segregated H atoms,
EtðN � n;mHÞ, using the following formula [13]:

EbHðnV;mHÞ ¼ EtðN � n;mHÞ � EtðN � nÞ �m½EtðN;HÞ � EtðNÞ�
(1)

According to Eq. (1) the trapping energy can be viewed as a
difference between the energies of absorption of hydrogen atoms
to the positions in a vacancy cluster and absorption to an interstitial
site. It can also be considered as an infinite separation energy (ISE),
i.e., a difference between the energy of the decorated vacancy
cluster and m bulk Ni cells and the energy of the ”infinite separa-
tion” state ofm cells with an interstitial H atom and a cell with a n-
vacancy defect [32].

Similarly, the binding energy EbXðV;XÞ for an impurity X to the
impurity-vacancy cluster formed by a substitutional impurity can
be calculated as

EbXðV;XÞ ¼ EtðV ;N;XÞ � EtðV ;NÞ � ½EtðN;XÞ � EtðNÞ� (2)

Calculation of ISE can also be used to evaluate the H binding
energy to a vacancy-impurity cluster or a binding energy of an
impurity to a H-decorated vacancy.

Sequential filling of the bound sites in a cluster with m� 1 H
atoms can be characterized by the segregation energy

EsegðmÞ ¼ EtðN � n;mHÞ � EtðN � n; ðm� 1ÞHÞ � ½EtðN;HÞ
� EtðNÞ� (3)

Finally, we evaluate the relative volume change dU=U0 associ-
atedwith the defect creation. E.g., for a substitutional impurity dU is
a change of the supercell volume induced by the substitution of the
Ni atom by an impurity atom. For a substitutional impurity-vacancy
cluster decorated with mH atoms in octahedral sites one can
evaluate the volume change in the infinite H separation:

dUH ¼ UðV ;N;X;mHÞ � UðV ;N;XÞ �m½UðN;HÞ � UðNÞ� (4)

We use Eq. (4) to evaluate dUH and dUX, and thus the contri-
bution of elastic effects to the binding and segregation.
Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of preferred positions of H atoms at octahedral sites in a
divacancy formed by emptying 2 nearest neighbor Ni sites (shown are 4 atomic layers
marked by solid dots of different colors); four O�c (triangles) are at the corner posi-
tions, two O�s-sites (open squares) are at ”shared” sites near the divacancy center in
the divacancy atomic plane (shaded by hatching) and four t-sites (closed squares) are
at the top in the upper (3-d) and lower (1st) layers. Dashed lines are guides for the eyes
and indicate octahedrons of O-sites). Filling of all O1 states suggests that the maximum
occupancy is 10.
4. H interstitials and segregation to a single vacancy

Our calculations give the interstitial H formation energy for O-
site E1H;octa ¼ 0.108 eV and T-site E1H;tetra ¼ 0.33 eV. According to
[15] the energies are E1H;octa ¼ 0.05 eV and E1H;tetra ¼ 0.29 eV, while
according to Ref. [16] E1H;octa ¼ 0.08 eV and E1H;tetra ¼ 0.34 eV. All
calculations include correction for the zero-point energy - the shift
of the ground state energy due to the quantum energy of hydrogen
(or impurity) vibrations (1/2 hnH2

for the hydrogen molecule and 3/
2hnHi

for the interstitial atoms) [23].
Higher T-interstitial formation energy is qualitatively supported

by calculations of the charge density distribution in Ni with defects.
The electron density has deep valleys at octahedral sites (with
charge density below 0.2 1/Å3) and much shallower and narrower
dips (with charge density below 0.25 1/Å3) at tetrahedral sites. For
the states with high binding energy (vacancies and crystal surfaces)
the H equilibrium position corresponds to much lower electron
density, z 0.025 1/Å3). Therefore, the interstitial H formation en-
ergy is expected to be lower for the octahedral sites.

Recently obtained results for H segregation to single vacancies
are discussed in detail in [14e [16], therefore we briefly present our
results for the comparison and further references in discussion of
m-H-divacancy complexes. A single vacancy is surrounded by the 6
nearest O-sites at distances of a=2 (O1-sites) and the 8 T-sites (T1
sites) at distances of

ffiffiffi

3
p

a=4 (where a is the lattice constant). There
are also 8 O-sites at distances of

ffiffiffi

3
p

a=4 (further denoted as O2-
sites); all these sites are potentially favorable for binding hydrogen
atoms.

The calculations showed that for one H atom the position in the
vacancy center is unstable and corresponds to a local energy
maximum. The binding occurs at a position close to the nearest (O1)
site with the binding energy E1 ¼ �0.26 eV. Binding to a vacancy
results in a displacement of the H atom from O1 site to the vacancy
site by 0.24 Å. Binding of a pair of H atoms at the opposite sides of a
vacancy gives practically the same binding energy EO�Oz�0.26 eV
per atom, while binding to the pair of nearest O1-sites gives
somewhat smaller energy, �0.24 eV p.a. Average binding energy
per atom when all 6 O1-sites are filled with H atoms is
EO;avr ¼ �0.25 eV, in line with [14e16].

Calculation of the binding energy to the nearest T-site gives
smaller energy,z �0.15 eV and this energy is further reduced for a
cluster with several H atoms segregated at the O1 or T1-site. The
suppression of segregation to the neighboring T1-T1 and O1-T1
shows repulsion between segregated H atoms [23].
5. Divacancies and H-decorated complexes

Similar to the case of a single vacancy, we have placed one, two,
etc., H atoms into a divacancy space near anticipated favorable sites
and let the system relax to optimal atomic positions with minimal
strain, atomic forces and energy. Positions of the nearest O-sites in
the 1NN-divacancy are schematically shown in Fig. 1.

One can observe that there are 4 O-sites at the corners of the
type O-c, two O-sites that have both vacancy sites as the nearest
neighbors and thus “shared”, further referred to as O-s sites. There
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are also 2 equivalent pairs of O-sites in the top and in the bottom
layers (denoted as O-t type sites). Vacancy sites, O-c, and the shared
O-”s” sites are all in a crystal plane that we will further call “an O-
site divacancy plane”.

The charge distribution in the divacancy plane in the presence of
one segregated H atom in c and in s sites is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and
(b), respectively. Binding of H atom to a divacancy O-c site results in
a displacement of H atom fromO-c site towards the nearest vacancy
site by 0.34 Å clearly seen in Fig. 2. The shift is considerably larger
than in the case of a single vacancy. Much smaller shifts are found
for s- and t-sites.

A charge density difference contour plots
dr ¼ rðNiþ 1HÞ � rðNiÞ � rð1HÞ for the same clusters are presented
in Fig. 2 (c) and (d). The charge transfer distribution is similar to the
case of H atom adsorbed to the hollow site at the (100) Ni surface
[31] and resembles the redistribution for H intersitital in the Ni
lattice (see Ref. [23]). H atom at a shared site produces a larger
Fig. 2. Contour plots of the charge distribution for a divacancy with 1 H atom in O1-c site (a
Small ball corresponds to H atom. Color panel displays density values in atomic units (1/au3 ¼
below 0.056 e/Å3; contour line spacing is in log scale with an increase by a factor of 1.5 to th
divacancy) with electron densityz 0.22 e/Å3 are potentially favorable for H binding; balls sh
O1-s site (d) within (001) plane. Blue contours indicate the electron charge depletion, pink a
with the interval of 0.01 electrons/Å3.
charge redistribution on the Ni atoms surrounding the divacancy.
Note that in both cased the total charge transfer corresponds to a
charge accumulation at H; for the corner sites the charge accu-
mulation is smaller, and is similar to that for the decorated single
vacancy complexes.

The results of the binding energy calculations for one H atom
showed that the site of the type O-s has the largest binding energy,
Eb ¼ Ebs ¼ �0.38 eV, larger than that for a single vacancy without
ZPE correction. Estimation of ZPE correction to the binding energy
gives a shift to Ebs ¼ �0.396 eV (of about 16 meV, due to the higher
vibration frequencies for the interstitial site). The binding energies
for all other sites are smaller, Ebt ¼ - 0.32 eV, Ebc ¼ - 0.27 eV but still
larger, than that for O-site in a single vacancy, see Table 1. As a
distinction from a single vacancy case, the binding energy to the
next layer of O-sites is negligible.

Similar calculations for 2, 3 and more atoms segregated to
different sites at a divacancy showed that interaction between H
), and in O1-s site (b) within (001) plane that coincides with the O-site divacancy plane.
6.748 e/Å3); deep blue (dark in black&white) color corresponds to the electron density
e next contour line. Light-blue regions (octa- and tetra-sites and blue belt surrounding
ow Ni core regions. Lower panel shows charge transfer for H atom at O1-c site (c), and at
nd red indicate the electron charge accumulation. Contours are drawn from �0.1, to 0.1



Table 1
Calculated segregation energy EsegðmÞ and average binding energy Eb per H atom for 1NN divacancy clusters withm segregated H atoms, for clusters with filled s, t and cO-sites.
Listed are configurations with the largest segregation energy; g is the multiplicity of a configuration, dUH=U0 is the relative volume change; tf and cf correspond to config-
urations when the second site is the farthest from the sites already filled with H. Also listed are the data from Refs. [14] and [15].

m configuration g -Eseg (eV) (m) -Eb (eV) -Eb (eV) [14] ([15]) dUH=U0

1 s 1 0.396 0.396 0.405 (0.35) �0.04
1 t 1 0.316 0.316 0.306 (0.26)
1 c 1 0.266 0.266 0.245 (0.21)
2 s� s 1 0.372 0.384 0.392 �0.08
2 s� t 8 0.312 0.354 0.34
2 s� cf , s� c 4,4 0.272, 0.266 0.334, 0.331 0.332, 0.318
3 2s� t 4 0.308 0.358 �0.13
3 2s� c 4 0.270 0.346
3 s� t � cf 16 0.268 0.325
4 2s� t � tf 2 0.314 0.347 �0.14
4 2s� t � t 2 0.308 0.346
4 2s� t � cf 8 0.280 0.339
5 2s� 3t 4 0.310 0.340 �0.15
6 2s� 4t 1 0.314 0.335 �0.17
7 2s� 4t � c 4 0.270 0.326 �0.17
8 2s� 4t � c� cf 4 0.265 0.318 �0.16
9 2s� 4t � 3c 4 0.260 0.312 �0.16
10 2s� 4t � 4c 1 0.262 0.307 �0.1

Fig. 3. Dependence of the volume change dUH=dU0 on the number of segregated H
atoms calculated for a 32-at Ni cell for a single vacancy (V) and for the impurity-
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atoms is repulsive. It is rather small and does not change the
binding energy by more than 12 meV for the nearest (as s� s or
c� c) pairs. The multiplicity of various clusters rapidly grows with
the number of segregated atoms (there are 45 pairs and 120
possible triplets, while the total number of decorated mH-1NN
divacancy clusters is 210). Still, the clusters with the highest
(lowest) segregation energy are easily identified. The average
binding energy for a pair of filled O-s sites is hEsð2HÞi ¼ �0.384 eV
per atom, while the average binding energy for a pair of filled O-c
sites in the 2 nearest corners (see Figs. 1 and 2) is
hEsð2HÞi ¼ �0.26 eV, close to that for a single vacancy (in agree-
ment with results of [16]). In both cases the binding energy is close
to the sum of the energies for H atoms segregated separately with a
correction for the repulsion between them.

The results of the calculations of the sequential segregation
energies and the average binding energies for some of mH -diva-
cancy clusters with highest segregation energies, their multiplicity
g, and the relative volume changes are summarized in Table 1. Note
that the cluster formation energy steadily decreases with the
number of segregated H atoms in a divacancy. For the clusters with
more than 4 H atoms bounded at different sites the average binding
energy is z �0.31 eV. Average binding energy for the H atom in all
stable decorated divacancy clusters is z�0.29 eV.

The volume change dUH=U0 is negative for all clusters, i.e., the
contraction of lattice when the H atom is removed from the inter-
stitial position is larger than the increase of the divacancy volume
in H segregation. dUH=U0 is increased with m but still the effect is
smaller than for a single vacancy (see Fig. 3).

Now consider the possibility of H segregation to T-sites of 1-NN
divacancy. Again, there are 2 00shared” T-sites that have both va-
cancy sites as the nearest neighbors forming a T-site plane, 2 pairs
of T-csites at the corners, and 4 pairs of O-t sites in the top and in
the bottom layers relative to T-site plane (see Ref. [23]).

The binding energy of 1 H to T-s sites is again the highest,
Ebð1NN;1H; T� sÞ ¼ �0.28 eV, but smaller than that for O-s site.
The binding energy for all other T-sites is close to that for a single
vacancy, and smaller than for O-sites. So, similarly to the single
vacancy in Ni, T-sites are not favorable for H occupation. Segrega-
tion of 2 H atoms to the available O- and T-sites results in a reduced
average segregation energy, due to a repulsion between the H
atoms. We have also tested the relaxation of the initial configura-
tion inwhich a pair of hydrogen atoms at a distance dH�H ¼ 0:74 for
an H2 molecule was placed at different positions within a diva-
cancy. Relaxation of a pair resulted in one of stable configurations,
formed by O-sites. Additional metastable configurations are found
for 3 and larger number of bound atoms. Therefore, a number of
possible configurations with the average binding energy exceeding
the binding energy for a single vacancy is very substantially
increased [23].

We have also calculated the binding energy of 1 H atom at the
divacancy formed by the elimination of two second neighboring
atoms along one of the cubic axes (2NN-divacancy). In the case of 2-
NN divacancy there is a single “shared” octahedral site between the
vacancy site. Our calculation shows that the H binding energy to
2NN divacancy O-s site is Ebð2NN;1H;O� sÞ ¼ �0.42 eV (smaller
than the value Ebð2NN;1H;O� sÞ ¼ �0.487 obtained in Ref. [14]).
The binding energy of the 2NN divacancy is repulsive (z43 meV
p.v.). Calculation of the binding energy of the vacancy to the H-V
complex with formation of H-2NN divacancy complex using Eq. (2)
with X/ V for ISE gives positive values (Eb � 80 meV). So appar-
ently these complexes can be neglected.
vacancy complexes: Li-V, Al-V and Mo-V.



Table 3
Binding energy EbX for an X impurity atom and EbH for H atom, and the relative volume
changes dUX=U0 and dUH=U0 for X and H binding to impurity-vacancy complexes in
Ni.

imp, X EbX (meV) EbH (meV) dUX=U0 dUH=U0

Li-vac �25 e 0.044 e

1HþLi-vac �54 �310 0.27 �0.024
6HþLi-V - 170 �306 p.a. �0.061 �0.12
Al-V �36 e �0.001 e

1HþAl-V 213 �35 0.28 �0.001
6HþAl-V 303 �220 p.a. �0.015 �0.069
Mo-V þ338 �0.049 e

1HþMo-V 36 �46 0.59 0.378
6HþMo-V 38 �249 p.a. �0.037 0.04
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6. Hydrogen binding to the impurity-vacancy complexes

Experimentally studied Ni samples often include impurities that
are added to improve material properties. Among various impu-
rities in Ni of practical interest are Al, Li and Mo. Their special
importancewas recently confirmed by the ab-initiomodeling of the
energies of their insertion to the substitutional Ef position in the Ni
lattice and their solubility energy Esol [17], which is negative and is
the highest for Al, in agreement with experimental data [33].

Calculated energies and the defect formation volumes are pre-
sented in Table 2. For Li and Al the results for the energies are in
close agreement with [17]. Deviation of the results for Mo is
apparently due to the larger mismatch of pseudopotentials and the
reduced accuracy of the calculations [23]. Calculated volume
change is quite large for Mo, which results in positive (rejective)
solubility energy.

The binding energy for the impurity-vacancy complex and the
impurity-vacancy complexes decorated with interstitial H atoms
were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) to find the infinite separation
energies.

The results of the calculations for 1HþLi-V, 1HþAl-V, and
1HþMo-V for H atom in the nearest to the impurity position and
also for 6HþLi-V, 6HþAl-V, and 6HþMo-V complexes, are shown in
Table 3. We observe that the H binding energy to a X-V cluster is
higher than for a single vacancy only for Li-V and is close
to�310 meV for all positions and for a filling to 6H. It is quite small
for the H atom in a position nearest to the Al atom in both Al-V and
Mo-V clusters.

The X-V binding energy is rather small for both Al (�25 meV)
and Li (�40 meV), but has a repulsive sign for Mo, so that Mo-V
clusters can not be formed. The binding energy of Li to a deco-
rated vacancy is Ebz� 170 meV. Therefore, the H-decorated Li-V
complexes can be formed when partially H-decorated vacancies
are already available. Then it can lead to the Li-atom capture in the
diffusion and ultimately to the increase of H-solubility. Note that
Mo atoms are not bound by the H-decorated vacancies, and Al
atoms have a large repulsive energy and also can not be bound by
the mH-V clusters. The volume change in the binding of the sub-
stitutional impurities to a vacancy dUX=dU0 is especially small for Al
and is of the opposite sign for Li and Mo.

The subsequent segregation energies and the average binding
energy for H atoms to the Li-V cluster are shown in Table 4. One can
see that similar to the case of 1NN divacancy, segregation to the
corner sites gives the binding energy (249 meV) which is close to
the value for a single vacancy. The shared sites nearest to both Li
and V have the largest binding energies (310 meV). The filling of
these sites results in an increase of the subsequent segregation
energies for all sites to z300 meV.

We note that the opposite effect is present for Al-V and Mo-V
clusters. There is a H-Al and H-Mo repulsion which reduces the
binding energy of H to V at the nearest to impurity site. The sub-
sequent filling of all 6 octa-sites brings the average binding energy
closer to the value of 250 meV for a single vacancy.

The relative volume change for a subsequent segregation of H
Table 2
Energies for the point defect formation Ef , solubility Esol (in eV), and the defect
creation volumes dU=U0 for Al, Li and Mo in Ni in substitution positions computed
with a 2� 2� 2 supercell. Data from Ref. [17] are listed in brackets. Solubility en-
ergies include cohesive energies of the reference crystals.

Impurity Li Al Mo

Ef �1.82 (�1.69) �5.16 (�5.02) �6.02 (�6.4)
Esol �0.15 (�0.101) �1.53 (�1.68) 0.18 (0.41)
dU=U0 �0.03 0.12 0.38
atoms to a vacancy and to an impurity-vacancy complex dUH=dU0 is
depicted in Fig. 3. For a single vacancy, the lattice contraction near
the vacancy and expansion caused by an interstitial H is partially
compensated when an interstitial H is segregated. Notably, this
compensation does not depend on m. For vacancy-impurity com-
plexes dUH=dU0 is small for both Li-V and Al-V complexes. Large
lattice expansion caused by a large size Mo atom in a substitutional
position is only partially compensated when it is bound to a va-
cancy. It is further compensated when mH atoms are segregated to
this complex but dUH=dU0 remains positive.

Finally, we have also calculated the binding energy for the Li
-1NN-divacancy complex. The obtained value is
EbðN � 2;1LiÞ ¼ �50 meVwhich is larger than for the Li-V complex.
Therefore, Li impurities can also stabilize the divacancies and H-
decorated divacancy complexes.

7. Discussion

One can compare the H-vacancy and H-divacancy binding and
the H binding to the Ni surface sites with the same local symmetry.
For the single vacancy and the corner sites of divacancy the inner
surface is similar to the hollow sites at the (100) Ni surface, for
which the binding energy is z 0.57 eV [15,31]. The difference can
be attributed to a higher reactivity of the neighboring Ni atoms at
the Ni surface due to their reduced coordination number [15]. In
DFT calculations it manifests itself in a difference in the transferred
charge accumulated at the H atom which is maximal for the free
surface (and reaches 0.19 e [31]). It is z 2 times smaller for shared
sites and is further decreased for the corner sites, see Fig. 2.
Moreover, the charge redistribution caused by H adsorption to the
shared site apparently activates neighboring Ni atoms, resulting in
some increase of the subsequent segregation energies, see Table 1,
and overcomes the Coulomb repulsion between H ions. Similar
influence is seen in H segregation to the Li-vacancy cluster: the H
segregation energy for the far-corner sites remains close to the H-V
segregation energy. Filling the shared Li-V sites makes the segre-
gation energy close to 0.3 eV for all sites. In terms of H segregation
the Li-V cluster acts like a 1NN-divacancy.
Table 4
Hydrogen segregation energy EsegðmÞ for an mH-Li-vacancy clusters, average bind-
ing energy and the relative volume changes dUX=U0 and dUH=U0 in Ni.

m config. �EsegðmÞ (meV) - hEbHi=m (meV) dUH=U0

1 s 310 310 �0.024
2 2s 310 310 �0.042
2 2c e 249
3 2s-t 300 312 0.056
4 2s-2t 312 312 �0.072
5 2s-2c-t 282 306 �0.091
6 2s-2c-t 295 305 �0.123
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There are several physical factors controlling binding energies of
the solute-vacancy and H-decorated solute vacancy clusters. There
is a noticeable correlation between the solute size and the solute-
vacancy binding energy. Segregation of X or H atoms to the va-
cancies and vacancy clusters relieves the lattice strain. The inter-
stitial H atom and a large-size Mo substitutional atom act as
dilatation centers. When segregated to a vacancy, both H and Mo
compensate the lattice contraction at the vacancy formation. The
compensation effects can be seen in formation of both divacancies
and the vacancy-impurity complexes and H segregation to these
complexes. For the Ni crystal with soluble impurities it can be
noticed in the comparison of Li-V to Al-V bonding. Deformation
effects are very small for Al and more noticeable for Li. In segre-
gation to a vacancy the Li atom produces a positive volume change
which causes some decrease of the binding energy.

To elucidate the deformation effect, we have calculated the
binding energies of several mH-Li-V and mH-2V complexes with
different options for the lattice relaxation. The local rearrangement
of atomic positions at a fixed lattice constant (both optimized and
non-optimized) results in the increase of the H binding, dEbHz -
45 meV (compared to the value obtained for the initial lattice po-
sitions at the vacancy or divacancy octahedral sites). The lattice
relaxation to the optimized lattice constant can add z �60 meV.

The main factor controlling the impurity-vacancy cluster for-
mation is apparently the solubility energy of an impurity in Ni. High
solubility energy (as for Mo atom) makes bonding to a vacancy
unfavorable, while a small solubility energy for Li and Al (compared
to a Ni crystal cohesive energy) promotes binding to a vacancy
(similar arguments were used in Ref. [32] for interpretation of
binding of X-V clusters in Al).

Experimentally observed spectra of the temperature-
programmed desorption give two lines with close intensities
attributed to H-V and H-1NN divacancy bound states [3], [4].
However, the high binding energy was previously found only for
one H atom bound to a 1NN divacancy. Here we show that these
high binding energies can be attributed to a number of “shared”
sites at impurity-vacancy and impurity-divacancy clusters.

Finally, we compare the average density of hydrogen segregated
in vacancy and divacancy clusters for the clusters of maximal oc-
cupancy using calculated values of the cluster formation volume
with other experimentally observed phases of hydrogen [34e36].
The values are depicted in Table 5. As a specific state of hydrogen,
the H atoms embedded in Ni vacancies and divacancies have much
higher density than any other phase, including the D-T targets used
for the inertial confinement studies, though the average density of
H in the crystal remains pretty low. Still, a state with a high local
density of hydrogen and it's isotopes can be of interest for fusion
processes in a ”lattice confinement” scheme, see, e.g. Ref. [39] for
the discussion.
Table 5
Mass and particle density of hydrogen in condensed phases and in clusters formed
by segregation.

State mass density (g/cm3) No. density (1/cm3)

H, molec. liquida 7.0 � 10�2 4.2 � 1022

H, molec. solida 7.6 � 10�2 4.54 � 1022

DT ice b 25 � 10�2 0.56 � 1023

H, metallic c 0.7 4.19 � 1023

H, mono-vac. in Ni d 1.01 6 � 1023

H, divac. in Ni d 1.45 8.7 � 1023

a Ref. [34].
b Refs. [35,36].
c Refs. [37,38].
d This paper.
8. Conclusions

We have studied the H segregation at the impurity-vacancy
clusters and divacancies in Ni using DFT calculations. In case of
soluble impurity-vacancy complexes, the highest hydrogen binding
energy (�0.31 eV) is found for a substitutional Li-vacancy complex.
The binding energy remains high for upto 6 segregated H atoms. For
a 1NN divacancy the binding energy is maximal (�0.37 eV) for two
atoms at octahedral sites near the divacancy center (”shared” sites).
High binding energy is found for other configurations in which the
hydrogen-occupied sites are ”shared” i.e. are in the nearest to both
vacancy sites. Smaller average binding energy (z �0.3 eV) is found
for the H-divacancy clusters with more than 4 H atoms bound at
different nearest O-sites. This value is larger than the binding en-
ergy of H to a single vacancy. The segregation of H in the divacancy
and impurity-vacancy complexes can shift the balance of hydrogen
solubility in Ni with vacancies and divacancies.
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